Get ahead of the curve…
and stay there.
In a challenging higher education environment that’s only
going to get more difficult in the years ahead, higher education
leaders like you have a simple choice to make. You can prepare
your institution now to thrive in a world of shrinking student
populations, increasing competition and growing scrutiny over
value — or you can fall further behind.
But planning for and leading transformational change for the
future can feel impossible when you’re focused on just trying to hit
your enrollment goals for the fall — particularly if you can’t trust the
reports and dashboards you rely on to track your progress.
If your institution isn’t meeting its near-term or long-term
goals, your technology may well be the reason why. It’s also
your solution – if it’s managed properly.

As we scan the horizon and we think about the challenges that all colleges and
universities are facing, because of our partnership with Dynamic Campus we’re out
in front. [Technology] in higher education is just too important not to do it that way.”
MONSIGNOR JAMES PATRICK SHEA
President, University of Mary

Take Control of Your Institution’s Technology
For more than seventeen years, Dynamic Campus has been a trusted
technology advisor and partner for higher education leaders and
institutions who want to gain control of their technology, then harness
it to get ahead of the curve — and stay there.
In our experience, doing that isn’t always about spending more on
technology, or ripping out and replacing your current systems. It’s about
extracting maximum value from the investments you’ve already made.
Because as critical as technology is to your institution’s future, new
higher education presidents feel less prepared to plan for and manage
the institution’s IT function than any other area of responsibility 1.

Bold higher education leaders that rely on Dynamic Campus to
strategically deploy and manage their technology are able to:
• GROW THEIR INSTITUTION, NOT THEIR EXPENSES.
• MAKE BETTER DATA-DRIVEN DECISIONS.
• EXCEED THE EXPECTATIONS OF THEIR STUDENTS,
FACULTY, STAFF AND STAKEHOLDERS.
• DO MORE WITH THEIR EXISTING IT INVESTMENTS.
• TRANSFORM THEIR INSTITUTION TO EXCEL – NO MATTER
WHAT THE FUTURE HOLDS.
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The Dynamic Campus Advantage
To help you solve your technology needs and achieve your institutional goals, Dynamic Campus relies on four unique strengths:
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A core leadership team
of higher education
technology strategists,
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A deep bench of nationwide
on-campus and remote IT
technology experts, with
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A vendor-agnostic
approach that
ensures we operate

04

A singular focus on supporting
the technology needs of higher
education institutions. We don’t

most of whom have

a combined 1,306 years of

in your best interests

sell anything else or do anything

previously held CIO and

specific higher education

and yours alone.

else. Supporting higher education

vice president of IT roles.

technology experience.

institutions with their technology
needs is all we’ve done since 2002.

There are all sorts of companies that will outsource your IT function. The
problem is, they also have lots of other products that they would like to sell
you. [Dynamic Campus’s] ability to be vendor-agnostic has helped us get
the absolute best product from outside vendors at the absolute best price.”
FREDERICK SLABACH
President, Texas Wesleyan University

Grow. Manage. Transform.
Whether your institution is struggling to keep the campus WiFi
up or you’re hitting on all cylinders and looking for the next
advantage, Dynamic Campus offers a portfolio of proven solutions
and approaches with your specific needs in mind.

GROW
Enrollment Growth

Financial Aid Support

CRM tools like Slate can deliver a competitive advantage

Financial Aid processes and systems can be especially

in your race to recruit and retain students, but few

cumbersome, weighing your institution down in wasted

institutions have unlocked its full potential. That’s due to

resources. Our Financial Aid experts can map your current

four significant roadblocks:

processes and cut away any non-value-added activity,

1. Less than complete integration with existing IT ecosystem
2. Off-the-shelf reports, dashboards and data visualizations
3. Wasteful or inefficient business processes
4. Insufficient team training or individual coaching

If your Slate installation just isn’t delivering the results you
expected, we can help you quickly find out the root cause
and unlock the full potential of your CRM software, your
Enrollment team and your institution as a whole.

then align your financial aid platform with the streamlined
process to lock the savings in.
Dynamic Campus saved one institution 1,131 person-hours
annually using this approach, decreasing expenses while
increasing institutional efficiency.

MANAGE
IT Outsourcing

Institutional Research

If the needs of your college or university aren’t being met by

Small colleges and universities can’t afford to make wrong

your in-house IT team, the pain will be felt everywhere on

decisions anymore; the stakes are simply too great and the

campus. Give your institution and your IT team the support

margin for error too small. Our Institutional Research experts

they need by doing what so many other forward-thinking

can help you collect, analyze, interpret and report the critical

leaders are doing: outsourcing your IT to Dynamic Campus.

data and information you need to make current, complete and
confident decisions in a fraction of the time required today.

Here’s how it works:
1. We acquire your entire existing IT team.
2. We train them to be more valuable and effective.
3. We support them on site or remotely with dozens of U.S.

In one instance, we reduced the annual time investment
needed to complete IPEDS filings from more than 600 hours
to just a handful today.

higher education IT experts on our team.
4. As your needs evolve, your support team will evolve with it.

Our nationwide pool of higher education-specific technology
experts is ready to address your changing needs in a variety
of fields, including:

Data Cleanup & Governance
Data is the lifeblood of higher education today, but the best
dashboards and analytics platforms can’t deliver if the data’s
not clean and complete.

• ERP systems: 177 years’ experience
• Infrastructure and Integration: 210 years’ experience

Dynamic Campus works with colleges and universities to

• Business Intelligence: 75 years’ experience

identify sources of invalid data, append and arrange data

• Document Imaging: 46 years’ experience

to align with updated database fields, create policies and

• 10 different functional areas from Recruiting to

procedures for data entry, then institute a data governance plan

Institutional Research: 623 years’ experience

to keep the data clean across the institution. Don’t let your IT
investments go to waste with bad or incomplete data!

Dynamic Campus’s “on demand” model ensures that you
have the exact expertise your situation requires, exactly when
you need it, and only for as long as needed.

Leadership Advisors
Despite the critical role technology plays in higher education,
just 14% of institutions have a Strategic Technology
Management capability playing an “integrated role across
the institution.” 1
If you want to get the most value out of your IT investments
and ensure your project roadmap is aligned with your strategic
goals, our senior leadership team has served as trusted
technology advisors for Presidents, Trustees, Provosts, COOs,
CFOs, CIOs, VPs if IT and many more at dozens of institutions
over the last 30 years.

… [T]he budgetary impact we’ve been able to accomplish by outsourcing our IT
function to Dynamic Campus has been upwards of a million dollars. The first year
we were able to reduce our IT spend by about $700,000 … and that’s all while we are
increasing services. … [F]aculty, students and staff are very happy with the change.”
DONNA NANCE
Vice President of Finance & Adminsitration, Texas Wesleyan University
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Solving today’s challenges. Exceeding tomorrow’s goals.
TRANSFORM
Cloud Migration & Optimization

Data-driven Decision Making

The cloud offers proven, fast and measurable benefits for

Making data-driven decisions begins with understanding

institutions of all sizes, but developing and executing a

what questions need to be answered, then ensuring you

migration plan can be paralyzing for overwhelmed IT staffs.

have the right data delivered in the right way to the right
audience at the right time.

Dynamic Campus has a proven cloud migration
methodology that delivers rapid results without interrupting

We can build you the custom reports and data visualizations

your operations. In one extreme example, we helped one

you need to act with confidence.

institution recover from a devastating hurricane by getting
four critical systems migrated from a Puerto Rico data
center to a mainland cloud provider in less than three
weeks, not only saving their fall semester but eliminating
$352,000 in data center expenses in the process.

Business Process Automation
Dynamic Campus is your proven partner in your quest
for institutional efficiency, bringing together process
optimization experts with application specific technical
expertise to:

IT Systems Integration
Are you frustrated with the chronic underperformance
of a critical platform, or is the value of an application
leaving you flat? Chances are that software or system is
operating at a fraction of its potential due to a lack of
complete integration with other hardware and software
in your ecosystem.

1. Optimize your current manual and digital processes.
2. Lock those optimizations in by configuring your current IT
platforms to match their flow.

Unlock the full potential of your faculty and staff by enabling
them to perform at their peak!

Our team of IT technical experts can audit your system’s
performance and help you extract the full return on your
IT investment, optimizing not only that product but every
other system that touches it.

If a colleague from another institution came to me and wanted to use
Dynamic Campus as an outsourcing option for them, my first reaction
would be they better have enough time to still work with us, because we
love them. … [I]t’s a glowing recommendation. … [T]he way they operate,
I would highly recommend Dynamic Campus to any university or college.”
DR. JIM O’NEILL
Interim Provost & Vice President for Academic Affairs, Madonna University

www.DynamicCampus.com

Find out more at:

sales@dynamiccampus.com
(888) 805-3022

